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Abstract

Background: Vaginal brachytherapy (VBT) in high-intermediate risk endometrial
cancer (EC) provides a significant reduction in the risk of local cancer
recurrence, but without survival benefit and with increased mucosal atrophy.
Five-year local control is estimated to be similar for VBT and a watchful waiting
policy (WWP), in which patient receive VBT combined with external radiation in
case of a recurrence. Our aim was to assess treatment preferences of EC
patients and clinicians regarding VBT and WWP, and to evaluate their preferred
and perceived involvement in treatment decision making.
Methods: Interviews were held with 95 treated EC patients. The Treatment
Trade-off Method was used to assess minimally-desired benefit from VBT in local
control. Patients’ preferred and perceived involvement in decision making were
assessed using a questionnaire. Seventy-seven clinicians completed a
questionnaire assessing their minimally-desired benefit and preferred
involvement in decision making.
Results: Minimally-desired benefit of VBT was significantly lower for patients
than for clinicians (median=0 vs 8%, p<0.001), for irradiated than for nonirradiated patients (median=0 vs 6.5%, p<0.001), and for radiation oncologists
than for gynecologists (median=4 vs 12%, p<0.001). Substantial variation
existed within the groups of patients and clinicians. Participants preferred the
patient and clinician to share in the decision about VBT. However, irradiated
patients indicated low perceived involvement in actual treatment decision
making.
Conclusion: We found variation between and within patients and clinicians in
minimally-desired benefit from VBT. However, the recurrence risk at which
patients preferred VBT was low. Our results showed that patients consider active
participation in decision making essential.
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Introduction

Endometrial cancer (EC) is the most common gynecological malignancy in
western countries, with an incidence of 15-25 per 100,000 women per year.1 In
most cases primary treatment consists of total hysterectomy and salpingooophorectomy. Several randomized trials have established the role of
radiotherapy in high-intermediate risk EC.2-4 Vaginal brachytherapy (VBT)
provides a highly significant reduction in the risk of vaginal cancer recurrence
(with freedom from local cancer recurrence, from now on termed ‘local control’),
but without survival benefit.5 However, VBT is associated with side effects such
as mucosal atrophy.5;6 An alternative to standard postoperative VBT could be a
watchful waiting policy (WWP), in which patients are treated with radiotherapy
only if they develop a vaginal relapse. The ultimate five-year local control
including treatment for relapse is estimated to be similar for VBT and WWP.7
However, treatment of a vaginal relapse is more intensive, as it consists of both
External beam radiotherapy (EBRT) and VBT. With WWP, about 86% of EC
patients will remain disease-free and will not require radiotherapy at all.7
Therefore, the question remains if upfront treatment with VBT for all EC patients
with high-intermediate risk factors or WWP should be preferred. This question is
the rationale of the fourth Post-Operative Radiation Therapy in Endometrial
Carcinoma (PORTEC-4) trial, in which a watchful waiting policy is randomly
compared to VBT.8

No studies have been done on preferences of EC patients’ and clinicians’
preferences with regard to treatment strategies and treatment outcomes,
despite the potential benefits of VBT not necessarily outweighing its potential
side-effects. At the same time, WWP can be perceived as ‘doing nothing’.
Research has shown that cancer patients feel that ‘doing nothing’ is no choice,
and experience considerable pressure, also from family members and doctors,
to seek active treatment.9-11 Most studies on preferences in other cancer
settings have reported on situations where the benefit of active treatment is
larger than foregoing treatment. In the present case though, the ultimate fiveyear local control is estimated to be very high and similar for both treatment
strategies.
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We expect individual patients to value treatment strategies and outcomes
very differently, and thus, the treatment decision seems highly suitable for
involving patients.12;13 Involving patients in decision making facilitates
incorporating their preferences in treatment decisions.14 This is especially
relevant since preferences are difficult to predict based on socio-demographic
factors or disease characteristics,15;16 and patients and clinicians repeatedly
have been shown to value treatment outcomes differently.14;17;18 Research has
shown that patients are willing to accept a higher chance of local recurrence to
improve functional outcomes of treatments.19-22 Clinicians tend to
underestimate patients’ preference for less toxic treatments, as well as their
preferred involvement in decision making.18;19

The aim of this study was to assess minimally-desired benefit from VBT, in terms
of local control and compared to WWP, of EC patients and treating clinicians
(radiation oncologists and gynecologists). Also, patients’ preferred and perceived
roles in treatment decision making were examined, as well as clinicians’
decisional role preferences.

Materials and Methods

Study population – patients and clinicians
Participants were EC patients, randomly selected from hospital databases and
approached via their treating clinician. Selection criteria were: having undergone
surgery with or without VBT between 2007 and 2013, aged under 90 years, and
having no history of other malignancies. We aimed to include 100 EC patients,
half of whom had been treated with surgery alone (low risk EC), and half with
surgery followed by VBT (high-intermediate risk EC).
For the clinician study, we approached all 198 clinicians of the Dutch
Gynecologic Oncology Group via email. After two weeks, clinicians received a
reminder.
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Study procedures
Individual face-to-face interviews were held with each patient to assess
minimally-desired benefit from VBT. Five interviewers were trained and adhered
to a strict interview script. Socio-demographic details, medical history, and
preferred and perceived involvement in decision making were assessed by selfreport questionnaire in the weeks before the interview. Clinicians were asked to
fill out a web-based questionnaire in which their treatment preferences, sociodemographic factors and work-related details and attitudes towards treatment
decision making were assessed. The Medical Ethics Committee of Leiden
University Medical Center approved the study.

Measures
Patients’ minimally-desired absolute benefit from VBT, in terms of five-year local
control and compared to WWP, was assessed face-to-face using the Treatment
Tradeoff Method (TTM).23 Patients were asked to imagine that they had recently
been diagnosed with EC and that their clinician offered them two treatment
strategies. We made explicit that the situation was hypothetical and did not refer
to their situation. After sequentially offering the information on the TTM board
(Figure 1), we started with presenting a 14% risk of cancer recurrence at five
years for treatment A (surgery alone) and a 2% risk of cancer recurrence for
treatment B (surgery and VBT). We then asked patients to weigh recurrence rate,
side effects and burden of treatments and to indicate which treatment strategy
they preferred at this 12% benefit of treatment B. Next, the probability of local
recurrence after surgery alone was varied systematically and patients were
asked each time which treatment they preferred. Patients’ minimally-desired
benefit (recurrence rate with WWP minus the 2% recurrence rate after VBT) was
searched by bracketing the recurrence rate either within the range of 2 to 14 out
of 100, (if their initial preference was treatment B: surgery and VBT, indicating
that they required a benefit of 12% or less) or within the range of 15 to 100 out
of 100 (if their initial preference was treatment A: surgery alone, indicating that
they required more than 12% benefit). For example, when a patient indicated
that she preferred treatment B at a 12% benefit, we then presented a probability
of local recurrence after surgery alone of 2% (no benefit of treatment) and asked
which treatment she would prefer. If she indicated to prefer treatment A, we
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then presented a probability of local recurrence after surgery alone of 8% (6%
benefit of treatment) and again asked which treatment she would prefer. The
probability of local recurrence after surgery alone was varied until patients’
minimally-desired benefit was reached. We built in a check for understanding in
patients preferring VBT for no additional benefit by lowering the recurrence rate
after surgery alone to 0% (a 2% disadvantage of VBT).
We pilot-tested a self-administered format of the TTM in 10 treated EC
patients. Patients evaluated this format to be too difficult because of the high
amount of (new) medical information. We therefore decided to use the
traditional face-to-face format for the TTM in patients. Clinicians were offered
the TTM as part of an online questionnaire. Instead of sequentially offering the
information, all information was given to them at once. Clinicians were asked at
which minimally-desired absolute benefit of VBT they would prefer VBT, and
recurrence rate was not systematically varied.
We assessed patients’ and clinicians’ preferred decisional role using a
modified version of the Control Preferences Scale (CPS), in which participants
were asked to select one of five statements on roles in treatment decision
making.24;25 The roles ranged from (A) the patient makes the decision about VBT
alone, through (C) the patient makes the decision together with the clinician, to
(E) the clinician makes the decision on VBT alone.
Irradiated patients had actually faced the decision whether or not to undergo
radiation. We explored to what extent they felt they had been involved in this
decision by asking them: To what extent did you have space to 1) think about
benefits and harms of VBT, 2) give your opinion on the benefits and harms of
VBT, and 3) participate in decision making to your preferred extent. They could
respond to each question using a score between 1 (not at all) to 7 (a lot). Finally,
we asked: Do you feel you had a choice in the decision about whether or not to
undergo VBT? Responses could be negative, affirmative or ‘I don’t know’.
Both patients’ and clinicians’ questionnaire contained additional questions
regarding socio-demographic details, medical history (patients) and work-related
details (clinicians).
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Figure 1. Information presented in the TTM on treatment options. The numbers in the margin
represent the order in which the board was built up. The initially offered figures for surgery only were
86 out of 100 women having no recurrence, 14 having recurrence, thus implying a 12% benefit of
VBT compared to WWP. The light grey boxes represent potential side effects of VBT, dark grey
represent potential side effects of EBRT.
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Statistical analysis
Descriptive statistics were used to describe participant characteristics and
minimally-desired benefit from VBT (TTM). Preferred benefit scores were not
normally distributed, so we present medians and compared between groups
with Mann-Whitney U tests. Using χ2 tests, patients and clinicians were
compared on decisional role preferences (CPS) and perceived involvement, after
subdivision into two categories by merging response categories 1-3 and 5-7.
Significance testing was done two-sided at α = 0.05.

Results

Participants
In total, 140 eligible patients, treated between 2007 and 2013, were
approached. Of these patients, 95 (68%) were interviewed and completed the
questionnaire. Of the 198 clinicians approached, 77 (39%; 52 gynecologists,
response rate 32%; 25 radiation oncologists, response rate 69%) completed the
online questionnaire including the TTM. In Table 1 participant demographic
characteristics, and treatment (patients) and work-related (clinicians)
characteristics are listed.

Treatment preference and minimally-desired benefit from VBT
In Table 2 minimally-desired benefit from VBT in terms of local control and
compared to WWP is listed. Figure 2 shows the cumulative proportion of
participants preferring VBT according to minimum benefit. Overall, minimallydesired benefit was significantly lower for patients than for clinicians (median=0
vs 8%, U=1709, z=-5.8, p<.001). Irradiated patients required a significantly
lower benefit than non-irradiated patients (median=0 vs 6.5%, U=509, z=-5.08,
p<.001). There was no significant association between minimally-desired benefit
from VBT and patients’ age, educational level, having a partner or children, or
co-morbidity. Minimally-desired benefit was significantly lower for radiation
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oncologists than for gynecologists (median=4 vs 13%, U=293, z=-3.2, p=.001).
There was no significant association between minimally-desired benefit from
VBT and clinicians’ age, gender, institution (academic/non-academic), years
since specialization or number of EC patients treated per year.

Table 1. Participant characteristics
N (%)
Patients (N=95)
Median age, years (range)
Median time since diagnosis, months (range)
Treatment
Surgery
Surgery + radiotherapy
Number (none or 1) of co-morbidities
Partner (yes)
Children (yes)
Educational level a
Low
Intermediate
High
Region of inclusion (Leiden)

68 (46-90)
6 (1-62)
42 (44)
53 (56)
46 (50)
71 (75)
75 (79)
41 (46)
28 (31)
20 (23)
54 (57)

Clinicians (N=77)
Specialty
Radiation oncology
25 (33)
Gynecologic oncology
24 (31)
Gynecology (focus on oncology)
28 (36)
Median age, years (range)
48 (33-65)
Median time since specialization, years (range)
10 (0-36)
Median number of EC patients per year (range)
20 (0-70)
Male gender
31 (40)
Current institution (academic)
27 (35)
a Educational levels included low = completed no/primary school, intermediate = completed lower
general secondary education/vocational training; or high = completed pre-university education/high
vocational training/university. Six patients did not respond to this question.
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Table 2. Minimally-desired benefit in local control from VBT

Patients (N=95)
Irradiated
Non-irradiated
Clinicians (N=77)
Radiation oncologists
Gynecologic oncologists
Gynecologists
* p ≤ 0.001

Median desired
benefit

Range

Preferring VBT at
0% benefit

0%
6%

0- 49%
0-100%

42 (79%)
14 (33%)

0- 23%
0- 49%
3- 48%

1 (4%)
0 (0%)
1 (4%)

4%
8%
17%

*

*
*

Figure 2. Cumulative proportion of participants preferring VBT over WWP according to minimum
percentage of benefit in local control. Numbers of non-irradiated patients do not add up to 100%
because of those declining VBT for a benefit up to 50% (12%).
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Preferred involvement
Figure 3 depicts the patients’ and clinicians’ preferences regarding their role in
the decision about VBT in the treatment of EC. No significant associations were
found between decisional role preferences and patients’ treatment, age,
educational level, having a partner or children, or co-morbidity. Clinicians who
had specialized more recently had a stronger preference for a more active
clinician’s role in deciding about VBT (χ2=6.87, p < 0.05). No significant
associations were found between decisional role preferences and clinicians’
age, gender, specialization, institution (academic/non-academic), or number of
EC patients treated per year.

Figure 3. Patients’ (N=94) and clinicians’ (N=77) decisional role preferences in deciding about VBT.

Perceived actual involvement in decision making about VBT
A majority of irradiated patients indicated that they had lacked space to think
about benefits and harms of VBT (42%), give their opinion on these benefits and
harms (43%) or participate in decision-making to their preferred extent (45%),
with a high within-subject overlap between the responses to the three questions.
Older patients (≥68) more often indicated not to have been involved in the
decision to their preferred extent (χ2= 7.37, p < 0.05). Otherwise, there were no
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significant associations between perceived involvement and patients’ time since
diagnosis, educational level, having a partner or children, or co-morbidity.
A total of 44% of irradiated patients indicated they felt they had had no
choice regarding VBT. There were no significant associations between whether
patients felt they had had a choice and patients’ age, educational level, having a
partner or children, or co morbidity.

Discussion

This study had a dual objective. Firstly, to assess patients’ and clinicians’
minimally-desired benefit from VBT, in terms of local control (defined as
freedom from local cancer recurrence at 5 years) and compared to WWP.
Secondly, to assess patients’ and clinicians’ preferred involvement in this
decision, as well as perceived actual involvement in this decision of irradiated
EC patients.
Our study showed considerable variation between, as well as within, patients
and clinicians in their minimally-desired benefit from VBT compared to WWP.
Patients preferred VBT at a lower minimal benefit than clinicians. Furthermore,
irradiated patients and radiation oncologists preferred VBT at a lower minimal
benefit than, respectively, non-irradiated patients and gynaecologists. The
variation within groups could not be explained by socio-demographic factors or
work-related characteristics. The difference in minimally-desired benefit between
clinicians from different specialties has also been shown in earlier research, with
clinicians generally requiring less benefit from the treatment of their
specialty.26;27 Because patients highly value clinicians’ recommendations, these
can lead patients to make or agree with decisions that go against what they
would otherwise prefer.28;29 The importance of clinicians’ recommendations and
the substantial variance in both patients’ and clinicians’ treatment preferences
highlight the need for involving EC patients in decisions about VBT.
Overall, most patients preferred VBT at a low benefit in local control,
although the ultimate five-year local control is estimated to be similar for both
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treatment strategies. Choosing VBT despite no benefit in five-year local control is
possibly explained by patients preferring to seek active treatment, 9 and seeking
to be assured of being disease-free sooner. Another explanation could be that
patients want to make sure they have done everything possible, as opposed to
‘doing nothing’.10 Furthermore, patients might consider possible side effects of
VBT as relatively mild, compared to possible side effects of EBRT.
Two clinicians (8%) and 56 patients (59% of total; 79% of irradiated patients)
indicated to choose VBT at no additional benefit. We assumed their answers
implied a strong preference for VBT or ‘active treatment’ rather than as
indication of misunderstanding. Because deleting them would bias the
minimally-desired benefit upwards, we decided against removing them from the
analysis. This preference of treatment despite no benefit is a seemingly nonrational answer and has been found in earlier studies, especially amongst
irradiated patients.14;30 It is possibly caused by anticipated regret and a wish to
of have done everything one could. Another possible explanation is positive
experiences with VBT and post hoc justification. The latter implies that patients
may have a desire to justify the prior decision as being the correct one. 30 In
particular, none of these included patients had experienced a relapse and they
could have assumed that this was a result of VBT.
The large majority of patients and clinicians preferred both the patient and
clinician to share in the decision about VBT. However, individual differences
occur in the interpretation of sharing decisions, which may range from receiving
information or assent to a treatment recommendation to actively deciding on
treatment.31;32 Clinicians should be aware of patients’ wish to participate in
treatment decisions and involve them as much as possible to the patient’s
preferred extent.
A possible limitation of this study is the different methods used in assessing
minimally-desired benefit in the patient versus clinician group. We intended to
measure minimally-desired benefit in a direct way through an online
questionnaire in both groups. However, after pilot-testing the self-report
questionnaire, we concluded that this method was not feasible for participants
unfamiliar with the complicated medical information. Patients as well as
clinicians evaluated the methods used as clear (data not shown). Another
possible limitation is that patients in our study had already started or finished
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their treatment. Due to logistical reasons, we were unable to include patients at
the moment they were actually facing this treatment decision.
In the PORTEC-4 trial, a postoperative WWP is compared with standard VBT
in a randomized clinical trial.8 This study will provide data on overall side effects
and quality of life of treated EC patients. Furthermore, results will show whether
the exact relapse rate after WWP is indeed around 14%, and whether the fiveyear local control, including treatment for relapse, is indeed similar for both
treatment strategies. Our study shows that for a benefit of 12%, over 90% of
radiation oncologists, but less than 50% of gynecologists would recommend
VBT, while most of the patients would prefer VBT. Clinicians should be aware of
this variation and be transparent to their colleagues and patients on their
considerations to recommend one or the other treatment strategy.

In conclusion, our results showed a considerable variation between, as well as
within, patients and clinicians in how they value local control, harms, and burden
of treatment. We recommend that clinicians inform patients on the benefits and
harms of treatment strategies, elicit patients’ preferences and consider these
preferences in their treatment recommendation.
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